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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
WHAT IS REACTIVE ENERGY?  

Two different forms of energy are supplied by alternating 
systems :

1) Active Energy;

It is identified with Kilowatt hours (kWh) and is used to produce 
mechanical work , light and etc.

2) Reactive Energy,

a) which is required by inductive loads like motors etc.

b) which is supplied by the capacitive loads like power capacitors
etc.

All inductive equipments those operate on an AC supplied 
network , convert the supplied enery in electrical form into 
mechanical movement and heat. This energy is measured by a 
kWh meter and is called active energy.  

Magnetic fields are created in the equipments to make that 
conversion ; and these fields are related with so called reactive 
energy that is supplied from the power supply.  

This  is because of the energy absorvation  and re-injection of the 
inductive load from and into the system in cycles. This happens 
twice in every frequency cycle during the rise and the downfall of 
the magnetic fields. 

All electro magnetic equipments and magnetic coupled winded 
components which work on AC supply,like motors, discharge 
lamps, transformers , reactors and etc.,  always need  an amount 
of reactive current to create magnetic flux.

WHAT IS POWER FACTOR?

 Power factor is the ratio of  active power(kW)  to apparent 
power(kVA).  The value of the power factor can be anything  
between  0 and 1. Having a power factor which is closer to 1,  
makes the benefit higher; because this means: reactive energy is 
less when compared with the active energy.   Power factor equals 
to cos ϕ, when the current and voltage are perfectly sinusoidal. 

Adding a PFC Reactive Power Compensation Unit to the system 
will contribute for a better power factor by taking care of the level 
of the reactive power consumption and this will reduce the 
payment of the consumer  for electricity. 

With the improvement of the power factor:  elements of the 
system like Cables, switchgears and transformers can be smaller 
and voltage bucks and power losses can be reduced.

Figure: Cable size depending on cosφ 
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SPFC and RPFC Reactive Power Compensation Units

Less loss on cables:  Loss on cable is proportional to the  square of 
the currrent. Taking down the total current on a conductor by 10%,  
will reduce the total loss almost by 20%.

Eliminating voltage drops:  PFC Reactive Power Compensation Units 
decrease or sometimes completely eliminate the reactive current on 
upstream conductors, by this way the voltage drops are reduced.  

Less current on transformer:  With the power factor improvement of 
PFC Reactive Power Compensation Unit, the current that is taken 
from the transformer will be reduced and this will allow   the 
consumer to add more load. In most of the cases, to improve the 
power factor with PFC is a better solution than purchasing a new 
bigger rated transformer . 

SPFC  REACTIVE POWER COMPENSATION UNITS:

Compensation is done with an auto controlled system which includes 
stepped capacitor banks. SPFC automatically keeps the power factor 
within the close limits around a selected level. Capacitors taken into 
operation with the help of contactors. Thus the size of the 
compensation unit can be increased or decreased according to the 
requirement. 

An automatic power factor regulator monitors the power factor of the 
system  with the help of necessary devices like current transformers 
and gives the decision to close and open the necessary contactors to 
maintain a  constant   power factor within the tolerance . 

System consists of :

-Capacitor banks with appropriate ratings and number of steps which
are designed according to the client’s requirements or can be
determined by our technical team according to the recorded data
supplied by the client with a powermeter.

-Contactors:  On SPFC  Reactive Power Compensation Units,
specially designed  Capacitor Duty Contactors  are used to avoid
from the high inrush currents.

- Automatic power factor regulator:  The reactive energy regulator
which is used on SPFC,  is the only regulator in the market that
offers the possibility of using 3 measuring transformers in addition to
the traditional method of measuring with a single current transformer,
as well as providing the functions of an integral power analyzer and
controlling the residual leakage currents.  it can adapt to any
compensation need (different time periods)
RPFC  REALTIME  REACTIVE POWER COMPENSATION UNITS:

RPFC is an automatic realtime power compensation unit  in which 
thyristors(SCR) are used to switch instead of the contactors.  This 
is mostly appropriate where there are equipments with fast cycle or 
sensitive against transient surges. 

Some advantages of RPFC units are:

-Very fast,  almost immediate response against  power factor
fluctuation .

-No transient phenomena on the system which can happen on
capacitor switching.

-Silent operation.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF SPFC  REACTIVE POWER COMPENSATION UNITS WITH CONTACTORS
MODEL SPFC-3P20

POWER (kVAR) 20
Main Input CB

Compensation 
Contactor

4-6-12 Step
Step quantity and the rating of the steps will be calculated according to the project details.

Capacitor

Shunt Reactors Ratings of the shunt reactors will be calculated  according to the project details. (Optional)

Color RAL 7035

Dimensions (WxDxH)cm 50x60x140

Capacitor CB

Protections Class

SPFC-3P30

30

SPFC-3P40

40

SPFC-3P50

50

SPFC-3P60

60

SPFC-3P70

70

SPFC-3P80

80

SPFC-3P90

90

SPFC-3P100

100

SPFC-3P120

120

SPFC-3P130

130

SPFC-3P140

140

SPFC-3P150

150

IP 21 (optional outdoor cabinets on request)

 Quantity and the ratings will be calculated according to the project details.

33x76x76

230VAC-450VAC Single Phase Three Phase 
80.000 Hour  110.000 Hour

Ratings of the capac itors will be  chosen  according to the project details.

40A 60A 80A 100A 125A 160A 160A 200A 200A 250A 250A 320A 320A

Harmonic Filter Reactor Harmonic filters can be added to the units according to the project details. (Optional)

Control Units
Three phase current feedback.

Up to 12 steps. 
 RS485 communication interface. (Optional)
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF RPFC  REACTIVE POWER COMPENSATION UNITS WITH THYRISTOR
MODEL RPFC-3P20

POWER (kVAR) 20
Main Input CB

Compensation 
SCR

4-6-12 Step
Step quantity and the rating of the steps will be calculated according to the project details.

Capacitor

Shunt Reactors Ratings of the shunt reactors will be calculated  according to the project details. (Optional)

Color RAL 7035

Dimensions (WxDxH)cm 50x60x140

Capacitor CB

Protections Class

RPFC-3P30

30

RPFC-3P40

40

RPFC-3P50

50

RPFC-3P60

60

RPFC-3P70

70

RPFC-3P80

80

RPFC-3P90

90

RPFC-3P100

100

RPFC-3P120

120

RPFC-3P130

130

RPFC-3P140

140

RPFC-3P150

150

IP 21 (optional outdoor cabinets on request)

 Quantity and the ratings will be calculated according to the project details.

33x76x76

230VAC-450VAC Single Phase Three Phase 
80.000 Hour  110.000 Hour

Ratings of the capac itors will be  chosen  according to the project details.

40A 60A 80A 100A 125A 160A 160A 200A 200A 250A 250A 320A 320A

Harmonic Filter Reactor Harmonic filters can be added to the units according to the project details. (Optional)

Control Units
Three phase current feedback.

Up to 12 steps. 
RS485 communication interface. (Optional)




